
More competitive than ever

A large number of features have been designed in co-operation with leading athletes in order to intro-
duce the brand TwoNav to the training industry. Get the chance to program the timing or the distances 
of your next workout, activate ‘Virtual Coach’ function or define cardiac output to improve your results. 
Discover ‘TrackAttack™’, a feature which will enable you to challenge your friends on the same track, 
overcome your own limits and break your own records.

The dynamic alerts are programmed individually and will guide you through your activities to inform 
you with respect to your previously set targets. Observe any of the over 80 types of data at any time. 
You can organize the data fields that you choose on data pages according to your preferences, feel free 
to customize your application!

As its predecessor, TwoNav Sportiva+, the TwoNav Ultra is equipped with ANT+™ technology in order to 
receive better precision while controlling your heart rate, cadence or speed, hence offering an impro-
ved control of your effort.

The best maps worn on your wrist

“Our main challenge was to find the ideal combination between the 
weight and size of the device, while at the same time, a screen which 
will guarantee perfect visibility of the maps”

“The digital maps have always been a priority to us. CompeGPS is 
proud to be able to offer the possibility to carry them along with you, 
wherever you go. The device fits into any pocket”, comments Florian 
Gratien, Marketing Director at CompeGPS.

The TwoNav software, installed by default on all TwoNav Ultra devi-
ces, offers the possibility to work with multiple formats of maps. This 
includes topographic maps of the most prestigious cartographic 

A GPS which is robust, light and small, giving 
just as much importance to the aesthetics as 
to improving your workout efficiency.

TwoNav Ultra is the first wrist-worn GPS with 
integrated compass and barometer, providing 
a smooth orientation with color and high 
resolution maps.

Barcelona, October 9th, 2012. With the launch planned for November 2012, TwoNav 
Ultra will revolutionize the sports industry. Its reduced format, coupled with the most 
advanced technology, will answer the needs of a vast number of outdoor enthusiasts: 
bikers, trail runners, walkers...
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institutes of Europe: IGN Spain, IGN France... Not only this, but also navigable road maps, to avoid get-
ting lost in any city, with satellite images in high resolution and scanned paper maps for the practice of 
orienteering sports.

The new device of the TwoNav brand, adjusts to your wrist at the blink of an eye thanks to its flexible 
silicone strap with low perspiration areas. Its 3D compass and barometric altimeter turn it into the 
ideal tool for outdoor activities.

Technology for everybody

The touch screen is perfectly visible under sunlight and, together with the four lateral buttons for 
direct access -ideal for use even wearing gloves- ensuring simple navigation.  The TwoNav interface has 
been completely revamped in order to be even more intuitive and accessible for any type of user.

Mounted on your bike, worn on your wrist or even stowed in your pockets, TwoNav Ultra will guide you 
during all your activities. Let your curiosity fly and explore nature around you, without fear; the ‘Trac-
kBack’ function will always guide you safely back to your starting point.

Prepare, analyze and share

As with the entire TwoNav range, Ultra is compatible 
with the powerful PC software for preparation and 
analysis (Windows/Mac): Land

Get the chance to manually define your itineraries on 
three dimensional maps or download the best tracks 
created by other users - thanks to direct access links, to 
free track servers (EveryTrail, GPSies...). Once you have 
completed your activity, manage your routes, visualize 
elevation graphics, analyze or compare portions of the 
track comfortably from home.

Share your adventures and training sessions easily with 
your friends and acquaintances through social networks 
from your personal space ‘myTwoNav’.
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In your product box

- TwoNav Ultra GPS device
- Topographic map (according to the 
  selected pack)
- OSM Map: Europe (installed by default)
- Wall charger
- MicroUSB cable
- MicroSD card
- Bike mount (equipped)
- Wrist bracelet
- Strap
- User’s quick guide

Product
launch:  
November 2012

Recommended 
price:
TwoNav Ultra 419 €

Technical features

- Size: 5,1 x 7,3 x 2,3 cm.
- Weight: 98 gr.
- Vibration, shock and water resistant 
  (certification IP67)
- Transflective colour 2” touch screen 
  (240x320 pixels)
- View: ‘Landscape’ or ‘Portrait’
- Battery 1.300 mAh (up to 12 hours depending 
  on specific mode)
- Position: GPS/GLONASS for quick fix and high 
  accuracy
- Electronic 3D compass
- Barometric altimeter
- ANT+™ technology
- Bluetooth
- MicroUSB connector
- Unlimited creation of tracks, routes and 
  waypoints
- Memory: MicroSD card (upgradable up to 32 GB)

About CompeGPS Team SL

CompeGPS is a company specialized in software 
programming, GPS navigation and digital maps, 
developing applications for PC, tablets and 
smartphones. The products of the TwoNav range, a 
registered trade mark of CompeGPS, enjoy today 
an international reputation thanks to their quality, 
competitive price and constant innovation, per-
manently improving functionalities based on the 
users’ feedback.

For more information, photos or product tests:

Florian Gratien
Marketing Director CompeGPS
marketing@compegps.com
+34 93 396 80 68
www.compegps.com
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